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Correct the sentence:

He is eat the pye.

Correct the sentence:

She come to the 

celbration.

Correct the sentence:

Raul know the decison was 

up to him.

Correct the sentence:

The town had grew in 

popalation.

Correct the sentence:

It has took time for we to 

learn about ecology.

Use them in a sentence:
organisms

directly

Use them in a sentence:
affect

traces

Use them in a sentence:
vast

habitats

Use them in a sentence:
variety

species

Use them in a sentence:
banned

radiation

Add commas where 
needed to the text 
below
“We are trying out for 
the soccer team” 
explained Sean..

Circle the synonym for 
the following word: 
tangle

knot   brush
straight   line

disappeared
prefix: __________
base or root: 
__________
suffix: __________

Circle the matching 
analogy:

ugly : beauty
a) old : age
b) cold : chill
c) serious : humor
d) sweet : strength

Simile or Metaphor?
Underline what is being 
compared: 
He is a diamond in the 
rough

Circle the antonym for 
the following word: 
starve

hungry   gorge
food   delicious

Circle the correct 
relative pronoun: 
who which  whose  
whom that
My friend, ___ father is 
a musician, wants to play 
the guitar.

Circle the prepositions, 
cross out any 
prepositional phrases.

We all ate cake
after dinner.

Circle the correct word.
Go down the street___
make your first right. 

(than/then)

Circle the misspelled word 
and write it correctly on 
the line:

bushel   gurl lovely
______________

Circle the definition that 
matches the word used in 
the sentence below.

You can’t tell by looking, 
but Jake added a hint of 
red to the white paint.

hint
1. n. Information given to 

help someone answer a 
question; a clue.

2. v. To suggest something 
without saying directly 
what one means.

3. n. A very small or barely 
noticeable amount of 
something.

In the fall, many trees 
shed their orange and 
yellow leaves.  Even the 
slightest wind will send 
these dry, brittle leaves 
flying across the park.  
If you walk on them, 
you will hear a crunching 
sound as they break 
apart. To think, just a 
few months ago they 
were green and lush!

brittle means: 

___________________

___________________

___________________

___________________

___________________
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